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ESTABLISHMENT TRY TO STOP INVENTOR FROM  EXPOSING
SPEED CAMERA SCAM

From Idris Francis 25/05/2005 …. updated march 2008

David Edgar (of NOTSO) arrested

David Edgar, an inventor, has established that GATSO speed cameras are unreliable
because of unacceptable (and adjustable!) variations in the time between the two flashes and
photographs.  There is increasing evidence that we are heading for a Police State. The
GATSO system uses a series of doppler shifted radar reflections to measure any vehicles
speed. The vehicle ID (plate etc) is confirmed by double flash photography which
coincidentally confirms the vehicle speed by distance travelled in a set time interval across
the calibration marks on the road. Increasing this time interval will exaggerate the speed! The
GATSO allows adjustment of this interval WHY!

3 pictures of the Arresting officers are attached ……..
These are two West Midlands police officers, their identity is unknown  because West
Midlands police refuse to name them, this is despite a formal complaint to the Chief
Constable and the Independent Police Complaints  Commission.

These two individuals kicked down the font door of David Edgar's home  whilst he was
recovering from a heart attack and then handcuffed him and  dragged him across the floor of
his living room despite being told that he was unwell and was suffering chest pains.

The two officers then ignored Mr. Edgar's pleas for his medication and then dropped him so
violently to the ground that he was rendered unconscious.

The two officers claimed they had a Warrant for Mr. Edgar's arrest however  they failed to
produced it, they then refused to examine the medical  evidence Mr. Edgar had, proving his
medical conditions, refused to give him his medication then refused to call medical
assistance.

Having knocked Mr. Edgar unconscious the police officers then dragged him  to their waiting
police car where they then bundled him into the back of  the car causing him injuries then and
whilst on route to the police station  Mr. Edgar stopped breathing and they then had to rush
him to the local hospital where he was treated for an angina attack.

Having formally complained to The Chief Constable of West Midlands Police  Mr. Edgar was
then ignored therefore he made a formal complaint to the  Independent Police Complaints
Commission, this was also ignored therefore  Mr. Edgar then attempted to commence legal
proceedings against the police
but was refused by the Courts.

Mr. Edgar has now taken his case along with this video evidence to the  European Court of
Human Rights in Strasburg, in addition the PM has been  informed.
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The PPP comments ….  this disgusting treatment of an infirm and elderly man by
two uniformed thugs masquerading as Police officers occurred in 2005 and is
frightening. David was unable to complete his exposure of an apparent major
corruption of the use of fixed speed cameras. We know from our experience in North
Wales how similar corruption of mobile camera operations is common and probably
encouraged by the partnership’s members. We believe that, sadly, David Edgar is
deceased and this event may well have contributed to his eventual death. We also
remember the strange and still unexplained death of Dr David Kelly who also rocked
the boat!

The reality or otherwise of what David Edgar’s experiments found is still a mystery and
the deliberate persecution of all drivers of all classes of vehicle by blind technology
and a corrupt legal system continues day and night ad infinitum!


